








Track in greater detail

An ERP system keeps track of total quantities of a stock item, but a WMS provides quantities of the item at 

each bin or location level, along with status details for items that are stored correctly, picked, dispatched, 

and in receiving. Additionally, the richer detail in a WMS enables cross-docking. When backordered items 

arrive and get scanned, a WMS can automatically re-route them directly to outbound trucks or rail cars, 

Optimize order accuracy

it, while the system checks and logs their work to minimize errors. According to voicepicking.com, voice-

enabled order picking can result in an accuracy rate of 99.9% (one error in a thousand picks), as well as a 

productivity improvement of 20%. In addition, a WMS can easily track performance in real time to manage 

incentives and can use voice-enablement to workers about their progress.

Reduce waste

Because a WMS tracks detail such as expiration dates, it supports proper rotation of products and  

 

and expired product.

Integrate to streamline processes

A WMS allows warehouse teams to connect with, manage, and orchestrate equipment such as scales, 

can also integrate with systems from third-party logistics providers (3PLs) to help ensure that billing and 

will be in the box.





Company managers can use a WMS 

to minimize costs by researching 

inventory in remote facilities 

and deciding whether to transfer 

units instead of buying additional 

quantities. Visibility across 

a late-season, multi-unit order by 

sweeping the last units of inventory 

from multiple stores, both meeting 

the order requirements and 

eliminating potential markdowns at 

the store level.

Managers can see accurate 

details on demand without 

communicating with other teams, 

departments, or partners. A 

busy manager can turn to mobile 

devices connected over the 

cloud to see reports, guide labor 

operations, and answer customer 

queries from anywhere.

Customers can use a WMS to 

generate real-time reporting, 

viewing what’s in or out of stock, 

and how soon they will receive 

their goods. By knowing available 

inventory levels and pending order 

statuses, customers can prioritize 

their needs.

Enhance supply chain results through deeper visibility  

and is critical for staying competitive. This enhances results by providing increased visibility in many areas:

These partners can get real-time, 

proactive alerts as a WMS monitors 

rules for exceptions, issues, and 

opportunities. If inventory is 

running low or a date moves, 

partners will know it and can take 

actions accordingly. The alerts 

keep all partners informed and 

help minimize problems.
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Modern operations require Tier-1 functionality 
available in the cloud 

Integrating your ERP with a Tier-1 multi-tenant cloud WMS solution provides the continuous innovation and functionality that enable central 

management of distributed warehouses and allow organizations to take advantage of advanced features such as cross-docking, web receiving, 

attribute capture and serialization, multi-sequenced put-away, task interleaving, slotting, and wave management. These and other modern 

capabilities such as 3D animation, voice-enabled picking, and automation agents help organizations to streamline warehouse operations, even as 

today’s supply chain processes continue to evolve. Adopting a cloud WMS with the solution footprint, scalability architecture, and cloud security 

Expand capabilities with Tier-1 cloud WMS

Space optimization

Load planning, dock assignment

Task management and task interleaving

Wave planning, multiple picking and replenishment methods

Multiple crossdock methods

Innovatie putaway, allocation and replenishment rules

Labor planning

Multiple receiving methods

In/out appointmets and trailer management

Inventory tracking

RF and paper
Basic receiving, picking, and shipping

Cross dock
Picking route planning

ERP

Tier-1 WMS
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